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In any discussion of the art of Qu Qianmei, one must first begin with a discussion of the art of Zao Wou-Ki. 

 

Qu Qianmei studied painting as a youth in her hometown of Wenzhou, later spending twenty years residing in France, 

and from her portfolio prior to her return to China, one can easily see the influence of Zao Wou-Ki. This is quite natural, 

since Zao Wou-Ki was the earliest Chinese artist to successfully reside abroad, and as Qu came later and also to the 

same city, Paris, she often had the opportunities to see his original works, and naturally learned from his style. But in 

discussing the art of Qu Qianmei, the influence from Zao Wou-Ki is not how extensive that impact might have been, but 

rather how she managed to walk a path in abstractionism quite completely different from Zao’s. 

 

Previously in my critical review entitled "Meditative Arts: discussing Zao Wou-Ki", I presented the following analysis of 

Zao: Zao had previously obtained much inspiration from the semiotics of Paul Klee's(Paul Klee, 1879-1940)works, 

whose work also benefited much from the Chinese arts,  realizing much commonality between the images evocative 

of his internal spiritual search and consciousness. Therefore, Zao felt Klee's semiotics opened a window to exploring his 

own culture. Compared to Klee, Zao naturally enjoyed much greater access to the wealth of the oriental cultural 

traditions. For a Chinese painter, those represent a lingering, pervasive cultural gene flowing through their pulsing 

creative veins and fully dissolved throughout their artistic blood. Thus it is that Zao transformed from his "figurative 

depiction" stage to a "symbolic performance" completing his evolution from a "Klee-style abstract symbolism" to a 

mysterious "traditional cultural semiotic" (oracle bone script, ancient bronze sculptures). But each of these 

transformative periods evolved in the two-dimensional plane, evolving as flat surfaces, by abandoning expression of 

depth in space. And during his second phase, Zao brought these traditional elements to incorporation as abstract 

symbols in a poetic spacetime. In the years following, he also experimented with incorporating these abstract symbols 

into space, while also deconstructing these mysterious symbols, evolving crushing pen tracks, ultimately revealing 

them in his uniquely creative poetic realms. His work evolved from a carefree walk along lined paths, to a gradual 

transition to the mysterious spacetime of contradictions of existence and appearance or disappearance. In that 

moment, we feel the arrival of an authentic Oriental spirit. The art critics in Paris felt Zao's art reflected a 

characteristic "meditative spirit" of the Chinese. Zao himself thought: "As my thought has evolved in depth, I have 

gradually rediscovered China". "This profound return again to my origins, owes itself to the inspiration of Paris". So 

whether it was what the Paris art critics deemed to be a "Meditative Spirit", or what Zao himself considered to be 

"profound return again to my origins", either can be understood as representing his artistic path in the macro sense. 

But what is an artistic "Tao"? In terms of artistic performance, the "Tao" means the "realization" of the "invisible"; 

attaining a point where the abstract expression achieves "its bare minimum, and ultimate limit"; it not only reflects 

the traditional Chinese philosophers cosmology, but also the aesthetic structure of the Chinese landscape traditions. 

Thus, in terms of its deep significance, Zao's art expresses this sense of "realization" of the "invisible", in precisely the 

manner anticipated by the traditional Chinese philosophers for eliciting the magnificence of the universe. This path is 

no longer merely reciting imagery of one mountain here or one river there, as a figurative exploration of the 

landscape, but rather reflects understanding and meditative contemplation of the grandiose universe. The success of 

Zao, owes itself to his borrowing of western abstractionism, to express China’s conceptual sense of "Meditative Spirit" 

and "Tao". 

 

In terms of the major focus of her direction, Qu Qianmei 's art and that of Zao Wou-Ki reflect different melodies 

reflected with equal artistry. But Qu Qianmei's abstractionism emphasizes not the "ultimate limits" , instead she 

pursues the "bare minimum" in micro-abstraction, in an abstractionist view permitting close observation, expanding the 

artistic lens to its greatest abstract focal point. The 80's of the last century, I wrote an essay noting that taking a certain 

part of a landscape painting and magnifying it could create an abstractionist painting. Traditional painting emphasizes 



 

 

"the distant for magnificence, the close for substance". Qu Qianmei's works rely in method on "the close for substance", 

using natural aspects magnified to expose a profound appearance of the material sense which permits a myriad of 

kaleidoscopic symmetries, structures and strong senses. In terms of significance, whether "its bare minimum" "and 

ultimate limit", either can achieve the world of abstraction. Qu Qianmei’s works have been widely acclaimed, revealing 

the tremendous success of her "unique path to abstractionism". In terms of the effects of her paintings, her works are 

similar to those of Zao Wou-Ki, without any illustrative or descriptive scenes, and without any traces of figuratism. But 

their works nevertheless permit people to sense a deep connection with traditional arts, through a pervasive intimacy 

which reveals the sentiment of the traditional landscape's use of dual peaks, one peak leading to the invisible present, 

and another peak leading to the invisible "micro" sense. Zao Wou-Ki's reliance on "the distant for magnificence" creates 

a magnificent scene, while Qu Qianmei's use of "the close for substance" also creates a magnificent image. This is 

because "the distant for magnificence" represents a form of the "infinite", while "the close for substance" also presents 

a form of the "infinite". And the "magnficient scene" precisely relies on the budding potential of the infinite. 

 

Viewed from the surface level, Qu Qianmei's art bears seemingly little relation to traditional landscape paintings, but 

her works bear undeniably close connections to the natural world, which explains the closeness of her works with 

landscapes which arise from the same source of visual inspiration. Greenberg (Clement Greenberg, 1909-1994)said 

that the logical relations in art history do not depend on chronology but through continuous "dialectical 

transformations". Eliot (Thoms Stearns Eliot, 1888-1965)also thought, personal talent cannot escape the confines of 

tradition, or the creativity will lack contextual ambience, and result in artistic orphans, which lack historical signification; 

personal talent must embrace and engage traditional understandings, whereby it can challenge and stimulate tradition, 

to create new nuances, which will reveal the art’s true signification. Such new nuances also "determinately dispossess 

the traditional order, restructuring it". Therefore, for Eliot and Greenberg, the meaning of the "past" arises from its 

impulse to stimulate the "current", causing contemporary artists to explore past methods of engaging tradition while 

changing the limits and scope of tradition. In these terms, anything disconnected to the past, cannot enter into the 

realms of history, nor reconnect with history. So, this kind of "relation" inspires the transformative logical relations of 

art history. Qu Qianmei's art and its relation to tradition, arise precisely from her creation of "new nuances", which 

disturb the traditional order, and "determinately dispossess the traditional order, restructuring it", thereby 

transforming and "changing the limits and scope of tradition". 

In traditional landscape paintings, there is no shortage of works evincing "the distant for magnificence", but far fewer 

works revealing "the close for substance". The reason for this may lie in the "completeness of the image", which 

conceptually tends to make it difficult to dissect a partial image for expression, and an artistic bias arises against finding 

the incomplete with which to explore the possibility of a nevertheless complete image. Thus, for traditional landscapes 

pursuing the peak of "the close for substance", it can be said that no artist compares to the exceptional success and 

breadth of Qu Qianmei.  Her use of kaolin and other materials in mixed media, causes her works to come much closer 

to the authentic, as her "materialism" reflects the "microcosmic" expression of the magnificent natural world, revealing 

"the large amidst the small". Moreover, Qu Qianmei has revealed her unique creative place as an artist whose works 

help us "to see a world in a grain of sand". 

 

I previously have written an essay about the work of Qu Qianmei and her heartfelt and amazing emotive ability to 

surprise the viewer. But such an emotion requires external forces to unleash it, or it will remain like "minerals" buried 

deep in the earth. Such forces come from two origins: one is the perception of nature's capabilities, while another is the 

expression of nature's capabilities. The emotional connotation needs to connect with external perception, while also 

possessing expressive language capabilities, before it can be expressed in the artistic moment, creating the artistic 

reality. Qu Qianmei needed only the short period of two years since returning to China, to complete her preparation of 

the requisite "external forces", allowing her years of emotional connotation to mature to full expression. This is exactly 

the "coalescence of the internal and external" which has created her successful artistic personality. 

 

If as volcanoes spewing forth in the early years of her artistic expression, Qu Qianmei also retained much passion for life, 

that kind of heavy, or deep, melancholy or bitterness, or a desolate atmosphere has been lingering in tragic expression 



 

 

among her works ever since. After earning critical success following her first exhibition, her works emerged from their 

original tragic sense, bringing forth large areas of red, green, and yellow to express the irresistible sentiments lodged 

deep in her heart: replete with the inner joy of the spring rebirth in sunshine, the screen tones are suddenly clear, as 

the grand momentum remains, without her prior sense of trauma. In some of her more recent works, Qu Qianmei's art 

now reflects a mature expression: they no longer resemble the past sense of "revealing" an "aggressive" nature. They 

have matured into quiet, humbly contemplative, inward in depth, temperate, cultured sense of refinement of the pen 

and ink of the literati with tranquil and meditative inner strength. Therefore, as Qu Qianmei has continually sought to 

more faithfully express her inner heart, she has also moved closer to the aesthetic sense and lofty realm of the Orient. 

 

One western art critic has said of Zao Wou-Ki: "some European artists in the tachisme mode claim inspiration from Zen 

or Oriental calligraphy... their works imitate a sense of resultant existence, but their works lack the original spirit and its 

refined learning process. But for an Oriental raised in these traditions, it is possible to find a long sought creative 

freedom in abstractionism which reflects an extension of an ambience they know well. Zao Wou-Ki is just such an artist, 

who has no doubt obtained much inspiration and some form of liberation from Europe, but who has not forgotten his 

deeply ingrained roots". This sentiment also applies equally to Qu Qianmei. 
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